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Abstract
As an extension of our previous work concerning the large N reduction on group
manifolds, we study the large N reduction on coset spaces. We show that large N
field theories on coset spaces are described by certain corresponding matrix models.
We also construct Chern-Simons-like theories on group manifolds and coset spaces,
and give their reduced models.
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1 Introduction
The large N reduction [1] asserts that large N field theories are equivalent to certain
corresponding matrix models, which are called the reduced models (for further develop-
ments in the large N reduction, see [2–14]). In particular, in the case of gauge theories,
these matrix models are obtained by dimensionally reducing the original theories to lower
dimensions. The large N reduction is conceptually interesting in the sense that it realizes
emergent space-times. It is also practically important because the reduced models can
serve as a non-perturbative formulation of large N field theories. However, there is a
difficulty. Because of the so-called U(1)d symmetry breaking [2], some remedy is needed
in the case of gauge theories. In particular, no remedy that preserves supersymmetry is
known.
While the large N reduction has been studied so far on flat space-times, it is impor-
tant to generalize it to curved space-times from both the conceptual and practical view-
points. First, it can provide hints to the problem of describing curved space-times [15]
in the matrix models that are conjectured to give a non-perturbative formulation of su-
perstring [16–18]. Second, the reduced models on curved space-times are in general free
from the U(1)d symmetry breaking. In particular, the reduced models of supersymmetric
gauge theories on curved space-times can serve as their non-perturbative formulation that
respects (full) supersymmetry.
Recently, it was shown in [19] that the large N reduction holds on general group
manifolds, which are typical curved manifolds1. In this paper, we extend it to the case of
coset spaces2. We give a prescription by which the reduced models of large N field theories
on coset spaces are obtained from the reduced models of the corresponding theories on
group manifolds. We also generalize Chern-Simons (CS) theories on three-dimensional
manifolds to arbitrary group manifolds and coset spaces, and give the corresponding
reduced models.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, as a preparation, we summarize some
1 In [20], a different type of the large N reduction on SU(2) ≃ S3 was also developed. For earlier
discussions and further developments, see [21–29].
2While non-commutative field theories on coset spaces such asCPn(≃ SU(n+1)/SU(n)×U(1)) [30–39]
have been constructed in terms of matrix models, our formulation realizes large N field theories on
arbitrary coset spaces.
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properties of group manifolds and coset spaces. In section 3, we briefly review the results
in [19]. In section 4, we study the large N reduction on coset spaces. In section 5, we
construct CS-like theories on group manifolds and coset spaces, and show that the large
N reduction also holds. Section 6 is devoted to conclusion and discussion.
2 Group manifolds and coset spaces
In this section, we describe some properties of group manifolds and coset spaces which
are needed in our analysis. See also [22]. Let G be a compact connected Lie group and
H be a Lie subgroup of G. We put dim G = D and dim H = d. The dimension of the
coset space G/H is given by D− d. We use the following indices: A,B, · · · run from 1 to
D, α, β, · · · form 1 to D − d, and a, b, · · · from D − d+ 1 to D. M,N, · · · run from 1 to
D, µ, ν, · · · from 1 to D − d, and m,n, · · · from D − d+ 1 to D.
We take a basis of the Lie algebra of G, tA, such that ta are a basis of the Lie algebra
of H . tA obey a commutation relation
[tA, tB] = ifABCtC , (2.1)
where fABC are completely anti-symmetric. It follows that fabα = 0. Let x
M be coordi-
nates of the group manifold G. g(x) ∈ G is locally factorized as
g(x) = h(y)L(σ), (2.2)
where h(y) ∈ H , and ym and σµ are coordinates of H and G/H , respectively. The
isometry of G is the G×G symmetry: one acts on G from the left, while the other from
the right. Only the right G symmetry remains as the isometry of G/H .
For g ∈ G, a D ×D matrix Ad(g) is defined by
g tA g
−1 = tB Ad(g)BA. (2.3)
Ad(g) is an orthogonal matrix, namely
Ad(g)ABAd(g)AC = δBC . (2.4)
Note that for h ∈ H
Ad(h)αa = Ad(h)aα = 0, (2.5)
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which implies that
Ad(h)αβAd(h)αγ = δβγ ,
Ad(h)abAd(h)ac = δbc. (2.6)
fABC is an invariant third-rank tensor:
Ad(g)ADAd(g)BEAd(g)CFfDEF = fABC . (2.7)
We define the right invariant 1-form EAM by
∂Mg(x)g
−1(x) = −iEAM (x) tA. (2.8)
EAM satisfy the Maurer-Cartan equation
∂ME
A
N − ∂NEAM − fABCEBMECN = 0. (2.9)
We also define eAµ and e˜
a
m by
∂µL(σ)L
−1(σ) = −ieAµ (σ) tA,
∂mh(y)h
−1(y) = −ie˜am(y) ta. (2.10)
Then, the components of EAM are given by
Eαµ (x) = Ad(h(y))αβe
β
µ(σ),
Eaµ(x) = Ad(h(y))abe
b
µ(σ),
Eαm(x) = 0,
Eam(x) = e˜
a
m(y). (2.11)
e˜am(y) and e
α
µ(σ) are viewed as vierbeins of H and G/H , respectively, and satisfy
∂me˜
a
n − ∂ne˜am − fabce˜bme˜cn = 0,
∂µe
α
ν − ∂νeαµ − fαABeAµ eBν = 0. (2.12)
Some algebra gives
∂
∂ym
Ad(h)ab = e˜
c
mfacdAd(h)db,
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∂∂ym
Ad(h)αβ = e˜
a
mfαaγAd(h)γβ. (2.13)
A right and left invariant metric of G is defined by
GMN = E
A
ME
A
N . (2.14)
It is decomposed as
ds2G = GMNdx
MdxN = Kµνdσ
µdσν + (Ad(h)bae˜
b
mdy
m + eaµdσ
µ)2, (2.15)
where a right invariant metric of G/H , Kµν , is given by
Kµν = e
α
µe
α
ν . (2.16)
When G is viewed as a principal H-bundle over G/H , eaµ correspond to the connection.
The Haar measure of G is defined by
dg = dDx
√
G(x), (2.17)
which is factorized as
dg = dD−dσddy
√
K(σ) det e˜am(y). (2.18)
The right invariant Killing vector LA is defined by
LA = −iEMA
∂
∂xM
, (2.19)
where EMA are the inverse of E
A
M . It generates the left translation, and is expressed as
La = −ie˜ma
∂
∂ym
,
Lα = −iAd(h)αβeµβ
∂
∂σµ
+ ie˜mb e
c
νe
ν
βAd(h)bcAd(h)αβ
∂
∂ym
, (2.20)
where e˜ma and e
µ
β are the inverses of e˜
a
m and e
β
µ, respectively. We denote the Lie derivative
along the Killing vector LA by δA. For instance, from (2.9), we see that
δAE
B
M = E
N
A ∂NE
B
M + ∂ME
N
AE
B
N = −fABCECM , (2.21)
δAGMN = δAE
B
ME
B
N + E
B
MδAE
B
N = 0. (2.22)
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The second equation indicates the left invariance of the metric GMN .
The spin connection on G, ΩABM , is determined by the equation
∂ME
A
N − ∂NEAM + ΩABM EBN − ΩABN EBM = 0. (2.23)
Comparing this equation with (2.9), we find that
ΩABM =
1
2
fABCE
C
M . (2.24)
It follows from (2.21) that
δAΩ
BC
M = −fABDΩDCM − fACDΩBDM . (2.25)
(2.21) and (2.25) show that the Lie derivative accompanied by the local Lorentz trans-
formation keeps EAM and Ω
AB
M invariant. Similarly, the spin connection on G/H , ω
αβ
µ , is
determined by the equation
∂µe
α
ν − ∂νeαµ + ωαβµ eβν − ωαβν eβµ = 0. (2.26)
From (2.12), we find that
ωαβµ =
1
2
fαβγe
γ
µ + fαβae
a
µ. (2.27)
3 Large N reduction on group manifolds
In this section, we briefly review the results in [19]. The statement of the largeN reduction
on G we showed in [19] is as follows. Let a large N matrix field theory be defined on G.
Its action is given by integration of a Lagrangian density over G with the Haar measure
(2.17). We assume that the theory possesses the right G symmetry. In other words, the
Lagrangian has no explicit dependence on the coordinates of xM of G if all the derivatives
are expressed in terms of LA (2.19). Then, the planar limit of the theory is described by
the reduced matrix model that is obtained by dropping the coordinate dependence of the
fields and replacing LA by the commutator with the matrix LˆA given explicitly below.
We emphasize here that the left G symmetry is not necessary for the large N reduction
to hold. As we will see in the next section, this fact is crucial in generalizing the large N
reduction to the case of coset space G/H .
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In what follows, we illustrate the large N reduction on group manifolds by considering
U(N) Yang-Mills (YM) theory on G with a real scalar and a Dirac fermion in the adjoint
representation. The action is given by3
S = SYM + Ss + Sf , (3.1)
SYM =
1
4κ2
∫
dDx
√
GGMPGNQTr(FMNFPQ), (3.2)
Ss =
1
κ2
∫
dDx
√
G
(
1
2
GMN(∂Mφ+ i[AM , φ])(∂Nφ+ i[AN , φ]) +
1
2
m2sφ
2 +
1
4
φ4
)
, (3.3)
Sf = − 1
κ2
∫
dDx
√
G
(
ψ¯γAEMA
(
∂Mψ + i[AM , ψ] +
1
4
ΩBCM γBCψ
)
+mf ψ¯ψ
)
, (3.4)
where AM , φ and ψ are N × N matrix fields, and FMN = ∂MAN − ∂NAM + i[AM , AN ].
By expanding AM as
AM = E
A
MXA (3.5)
and using the equations described in the previous section, we rewrite (3.2) as
SYM = − 1
4κ2
∫
dg Tr(LAXB − LBXA − ifABCXC + [XA, XB])2. (3.6)
In a similar manner, (3.3) and (3.4) are rewritten as
Ss =
1
κ2
∫
dg Tr
(
−1
2
(LAφ+ [XA, φ])2 + 1
2
m2sφ
2 +
1
4
φ4
)
, (3.7)
Sf = − 1
κ2
∫
dg Tr
(
iψ¯γA(LAψ + [XA, ψ]) + 1
8
fABCψ¯γ
ABCψ +mf ψ¯ψ
)
. (3.8)
The theory possesses the G × G symmetry, while the left G symmetry is not necessary
for the large N reduction. We take the planar (’t Hooft) limit in which
N →∞, κ→ 0 with κ2N = λ fixed, (3.9)
where λ is the ’t Hooft coupling.
To obtain the reduced model, we first define an n-dimensional vector space Vn by
truncating the space of the regular representation of G as follows. We label the irreducible
representations of G by r, and denote the representation space of the representation r by
3We can consider other terms such as higher derivative terms and the Yukawa interaction term.
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V [r] and its dimension by dr. We define a set of the irreducible representations, IΛ, for a
positive number Λ:
IΛ = {r;C2(r) < Λ2}, (3.10)
where C2(r) is the second-order Casimir of the representation r. Then, Vn is defined by
Vn =
⊕
r∈IΛ
V [r] ⊕ · · · ⊕ V [r]︸ ︷︷ ︸
dr
. (3.11)
Note that the dimension of Vn is given by
n =
∑
r∈IΛ
d2r. (3.12)
Indeed, the space of the regular representation is obtained by taking the Λ → ∞ limit
in (3.11). The Λ → ∞ limit corresponds to the n → ∞ limit, and Λ plays the role of a
ultraviolet cutoff. We next introduce a k-dimensional vector space Wk and consider the
tensor product space
VN = Vn ⊗Wk, (3.13)
where N = nk is the dimension of VN .
The rule to obtain the reduced model is
XA(g)→ XˆA, φ(g)→ φˆ, ψ(g)→ ψˆ,
La → [Lˆa, ],
∫
dg → v, (3.14)
where XˆA, φˆ, ψˆ and LˆA are N × N hermitian matrices that are linear operators acting
on VN . LˆA take the form
LˆA =

⊕
r∈IΛ
L
[r]
A ⊕ · · · ⊕ L[r]A︸ ︷︷ ︸
dr

⊗ 1k, (3.15)
where L
[r]
A are the representation matrices of tA in the representation r. v is given by
v = V/n, (3.16)
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where V is the volume of G:
V =
∫
dg. (3.17)
Applying (3.14) to (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8), we obtain the reduced model of (3.1),
Sr = SYM,r + Ss,r + Sf,r, (3.18)
SYM,r = − v
4κ2
Tr
(
[LˆA, XˆB]− [LˆB , XˆA]− ifABCXˆC + [XˆA, XˆB]
)2
, (3.19)
Ss,r =
v
κ2
Tr
(
−1
2
([LˆA, φˆ] + [XˆA, φˆ])
2 +
1
2
m2sφˆ
2 +
1
4
φˆ4
)
, (3.20)
Sf,r = − v
κ2
Tr
(
i ˆ¯ψγA([LˆA, ψˆ] + [XˆA, ψˆ]) +
1
8
fABC
ˆ¯ψγABCψˆ +mf
ˆ¯ψψˆ
)
. (3.21)
Making a redefinition
LˆA + XˆA → XˆA (3.22)
leads to
S ′r = S
′
YM,r + S
′
s,r + S
′
f,r, (3.23)
S ′YM,r = −
v
4κ2
Tr
(
[XˆA, XˆB]− ifABCXˆC
)2
, (3.24)
S ′s,r =
v
κ2
Tr
(
−1
2
[XˆA, φˆ]
2 +
1
2
m2sφˆ
2 +
1
4
φˆ4
)
, (3.25)
S ′f,r = −
v
κ2
Tr
(
i ˆ¯ψγA[XˆA, ψˆ] +
1
8
fABC
ˆ¯ψγABC ψˆ +mf
ˆ¯ψψˆ
)
. (3.26)
Note that S ′r is identical to the dimensional reduction of (3.1) to zero dimension. XˆA = LˆA
is a classical solution of S ′r, around which we expand S
′
r to obtain Sr.
The statement of the large N reduction is as follows. Here we assume that G is semi-
simple. If we expand (3.23) around XˆA = LˆA, the planar limit of (3.1) is retrieved in the
limit in which
n→∞, k →∞, κ→ 0, with λ = κ2N = κ2nk fixed. (3.27)
For instance, the correspondence for the free energy is given by
F
N2V
=
Fr
N2v
, (3.28)
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where F and Fr are the free energies of the original theory and the reduced model,
respectively. For the correspondence for the correlation functions, see [19]. The reduced
model (3.23) respects the G×G symmetry and the gauge symmetry of the original theory.
The latter corresponds to the symmetry given by
Xˆ ′ = UXˆU−1 (3.29)
for an arbitrary N ×N unitary matrix U , where Xˆ stands for XˆA or φˆ or ψˆ or ˆ¯ψ.
If G is not semi-simple, the above statement does not hold as it stands4. The zero-
dimensional massless modes around the background XˆA = LˆA in (3.23) makes the back-
ground unstable. To resolve this problem, we need a remedy such as the quenching [2, 4]
or the twisting [6].
4 Large N reduction on G/H
4.1 Theories on G/H obtained by the dimensional reduction of
G×G symmetric theories on G
In this subsection, we study the large N reduction for theories on G/H that are obtained
by the dimensional reduction of G × G symmetric theories on G. For the dimensional
reduction of such theories, see also [22].
Here, as an illustration, we examine the theory (3.1). As explained in detail below,
the dimensional reduction to G/H is achieved by imposing the constraints
LaXA = ifaABXB, (4.1)
Laφ = 0, (4.2)
Laψ = i
4
faABγ
ABψ, Laψ¯ = − i
4
faABψ¯γ
AB (4.3)
on the theory. These constraints are, for instance, realized by adding∫
dgTr(M2g (LaXB − ifaBCXC)2 +M2s (Laφ)2
+Mf(Laψ¯ + i
4
faABψ¯γ
AB)(Laψ − i
4
faCDγ
CDψ)) (4.4)
4There is no problem for matter fields even if G is not semi-simple. In fact, (3.20) and (3.21) without
XˆA retrieve the planar limit of (3.3) and (3.4) without the gauge field, respectively.
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to the action and taking the Mg,Ms,Mf → ∞ limit. Because of these constraints, the
G × G symmetry of (3.1) is broken to the right G symmetry. As emphasized in the
beginning of section 3, the right G symmetry is sufficient for the large N reduction to
hold. The large N reduction, therefore, holds for the theory obtained by dimensionally
reducing (3.1) to G/H as follows. Applying the rule (3.14) to the theory (3.1) with (4.1),
(4.2) and (4.3) leads to imposing constraints
[Lˆa, XˆB] = ifaBCXˆC , (4.5)
[Lˆa, φˆ] = 0, (4.6)
[La, ψ] =
i
4
faCDγ
CDψ, [Lˆa,
ˆ¯ψ] = − i
4
faAB
ˆ¯ψγAB (4.7)
on (3.18) or (3.23). Note that the redefinition Lˆα +Xα → Xˆα keeps the constraint (4.5)
invariant. For instance, these constrains are realized by adding
Tr(M2g ([Lˆa.XˆB]− ifaBCXˆC)2 +M2s [Lˆa, φˆ]2
+Mf ([Lˆa,
ˆ¯ψ] +
i
4
faAB
ˆ¯ψγAB)([La, ψ]− i
4
faCDγ
CDψ)) (4.8)
to (3.18) or (3.23) and taking the Mg,Ms,Mf →∞ limit. XˆA = LˆA satisfies (4.5), (4.6)
and (4.7) and is a classical solution of (3.23) with (4.8). We expand (3.23) with (4.8)
around the classical solution to obtain (3.18) with (4.8). To summarize, the reduced
model of the theory on G/H is the matrix model (3.23) with the constraints (4.5), (4.6)
and (4.7). The reduced model retrieves the planar limit of the theory on G/H in the limit
(3.27). It respects the right G symmetry of the theory on G/H . It also has the gauge
symmetry (3.29) with the constraint
[La, U ] = 0 (4.9)
satisfied. This corresponds to the gauge symmetry of the theory on G/H .
In what follows, we see that imposing (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) on (3.1) indeed yields the
dimensional reduction to G/H . The left G symmetry corresponds to the invariance of
(3.1) under the transformation
AM → AM + ǫδAAM , (4.10)
φ→ φ+ ǫδAφ, (4.11)
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ψ → ψ + ǫ
(
δAψ +
1
4
fABCγ
BCψ
)
, ψ¯ → ψ¯ + ǫ
(
δAψ¯ − 1
4
fABC ψ¯γ
BC
)
. (4.12)
This invariance follows from (2.21), (2.22) and (2.25). Note that the transformation of the
fermion includes the local Lorentz transformation as well as the Lie derivative, because
EAM and Ω
AB
M are invariant under such a transformation. By using LA, (4.10), (4.11) and
(4.12) are expressed as
XB → XB + ǫ(iLAXB + fABCXC), (4.13)
φ→ φ+ ǫiLAφ, (4.14)
ψ → ψ + ǫ
(
iLAψ + 1
4
fABCγ
BCψ
)
, ψ¯ → ψ¯ + ǫ
(
iLAψ¯ − 1
4
fABC ψ¯γ
BC
)
. (4.15)
Hence, by imposing the constraints (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) on (3.1), we can make a dimen-
sional reduction from G to G/H , which is the so-called consistent truncation. Namely,
every solution to the equation of motion in the dimensionally reduced theory is also a
solution to the equation of motion in the original theory.
Let us obtain the explicit form of the resultant theory on G/H . Using the equations
described in section 2, we solve (4.1) as
Xα = Ad(h(y))αβe
µ
β(σ)aµ(σ), (4.16)
Xa = −Ad(h(y))abφb(σ). (4.17)
Similarly, (4.2) is solved as
φ = φ(σ). (4.18)
To solve (4.3), we introduce ρ(tA) defined by
ρ(tA) = − i
4
fABCγ
BC . (4.19)
It satisfies
[ρ(tA), ρ(tB)] = ifABCρ(tC). (4.20)
Then, we can solve (4.3) as
ψ = eiθ
a(y)ρ(ta)χ(σ), ψ¯ = χ¯(σ)e−iθ
a(y)ρ(ta), (4.21)
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where θa(y) is defined by
h = eiθ
a(y)ta . (4.22)
Substituting (4.16) and (4.17) into (3.2) leads to
S
G/H
YM =
w
κ2
∫
dD−dσ
√
K Tr
(
1
4
(fabcφc + i[φa, φb])
2
+
1
2
Kµν(∂µφa + i[aµ, φa]− ebµfabcφc)(∂νφa + i[aν , φa]− edνfadeφe)
+
1
4
KµλKνρ(fµν − baµνφa)(fλρ − bbλρφb)
)
, (4.23)
where w is the volume ofH , fµν = ∂µaν−∂νaµ+i[aµ, aν ], and baµν = ∂µeaν−∂νeaµ−fabcebµecν =
faαβe
α
µe
β
ν . The final expression is indeed independent of y. We have obtained YM theory
coupled to d Higgs fields on G/H . This result agrees with the one in [22]. Similarly,
substituting (4.16), (4.17) and (4.18) into (3.3), we obtain
SG/Hs =
w
κ2
∫
dD−dσ
√
K Tr
(
1
2
Kµν(∂µφ+ i[aµ, φ])(∂νφ+ i[aν , φ])
−1
2
[φa, φ]
2 +
1
2
m2sφ
2 +
1
4
φ4
)
. (4.24)
Finally, by using (4.16), (4.17), (4.21) and the equation
e−iθ
a(y)ρ(ta)γAe
iθb(y)ρ(tb) = Ad(h)ABγB, (4.25)
(3.4) becomes
S
G/H
f =−
w
κ2
∫
dD−dσ
√
k Tr
(
eµαχ¯γ
α
(
∂µχ+
1
4
ωβγµ γβγχ+ i[aµ, χ]
)
− iχ¯γa[φa, χ] + 1
4
fabce
µ
αe
c
µχ¯γ
abαχ
−1
8
fabcχ¯γ
abcχ+
1
8
faαβχ¯γ
aαβχ+mf χ¯χ
)
. (4.26)
We have obtained 2
d
2 -flavor fermions for even d, 2
d+1
2 -flavor fermions for odd d and even
D, and 2
d−1
2 -flavor fermions for odd d and odd D.
4.2 Minimal theories on G/H
In the previous subsection, we obtained the reduced model of (4.23), which is YM theory
with d Higgs scalars on G/H originating from the consistent truncation of pure YM theory
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on G. We also obtained the reduced model of multi-flavor fermions on G/H originating
from one-flavor fermion on G. In this subsection, we will study the large N reduction for
“minimal”theories on G/H : pure YM theory on G/H and one-flavor fermion on G/H .
We first study pure YM theory on G/H . As explained below, it is equivalent to a
theory on G
SminYM = −
1
4κ2
∫
dg Tr(LαXβ − LβXα − ifαβγXγ + [Xα, Xβ])2. (4.27)
with the constraint
LaXα = ifaαβXβ. (4.28)
The theory (4.27) with (4.28) possesses the right G symmetry. Hence, the large N reduc-
tion holds for pure YM theory on G/H . Applying the rule (3.14) to (4.27) with (4.28),
we obtain the reduced model of pure YM on G/H which is a matrix model
SminYM,r = −
v
4κ2
Tr([Lˆα, Xˆβ]− [Lˆβ , Xˆα]− ifαβγXˆγ)2 (4.29)
with the constraint
[Lˆa, Xˆα] = ifaαβXˆβ. (4.30)
The reduced model retrieves the planar limit of pure YM theory on G/H in the limit
(3.27). As before, the redefinition Lˆα + Xˆα → Xˆα in (4.29) yields
SminYM,r
′ = − v
4κ2
Tr([Xˆα, Xˆβ]− ifαβγXˆγ − ifαβaLˆa)2. (4.31)
Note again that the redefinition keeps the constraint (4.30) invariant. Hence, the reduced
model of pure YM theory on G/H is also given by the matrix model (4.31) with the
constraint (4.30). Xˆα = Lˆα satisfies the constraint (4.30) and is a classical solution of the
reduced model, (4.31) with (4.30). We expand the reduced model around the classical
solution and take the limit (3.27) to obtain the planar limit of pure YM theory on G/H .
Note that (4.31) with (4.30) is obtained by putting Xˆa = Lˆa in (3.24) with (4.5). The
reduced model, (4.31) with (4.30), respects the right G symmetry and the gauge symmetry
of pure YM theory on G/H .
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Now let us see that (4.27) with (4.28) indeed yields pure YM theory on G/H . (4.27)
is obtained by putting
Xa = 0 (4.32)
and (4.28) in (3.6). Recall that (3.6) is invariant under the transformation (4.13) with
A = a. Note also that (4.32) and (4.28) are invariant under this transformation. Hence,
(4.27) has the symmetry given by
Xα → Xα + ǫ(iLaXα + faαβXβ). (4.33)
This implies that we can impose the constraint (4.28) on (4.27) to truncate (4.27) consis-
tently to a theory on G/H . The solution of the constraint (4.28) is given in (4.16). By
substituting the solution into (4.27), we indeed obtain pure YM theory on G/H
SminYM =
w
4κ2
∫
dD−dσ
√
K KµλKνρTr(fµνfλρ). (4.34)
Next, we study one-flavor fermion on G/H . Instead of (3.8), we consider the following
theory on G
S ′f = −
1
κ2
∫
dg Tr
(
iψ¯γα(Lαψ + [Xα, ψ]) + 1
8
fαβγψ¯γ
αβγψ +mf ψ¯ψ
)
, (4.35)
with the constraints (4.28) and
Laψ = i
4
faαβγ
αβψ, Laψ¯ = − i
4
faαβψ¯γ
αβ, (4.36)
where ψ and ψ¯ are a 2
D−d
2 -component fermion for even D − d and a 2D−d−12 -component
fermion for odd D− d. Indeed, while (4.35) is a theory on G, γα are the gamma matrices
in D − d dimensions. As we will see below, the theory (4.35) with these constrains
represents one-flavor fermion on G/H . It possesses the right G symmetry, so that the
large N reduction holds for it as in the case of pure YM theory on G/H . Applying the
rule (3.14) to (4.35) with (4.28) and (4.36) and making the redefinition Lˆα + Xˆα → Xˆα,
we obtain the reduced model of one-flavor fermion on G/H which is a matrix model
Sminf,r = −
v
κ2
Tr
(
iψ¯γα[Xˆα, ψ] +
1
8
fαβγψ¯γ
αβγψ +mf ψ¯ψ
)
(4.37)
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with the constraints (4.30) and
[Lˆa, ψ] =
i
4
faαβγ
αβψ, [Lˆa, ψ¯] = − i
4
faαβψ¯γ
αβ . (4.38)
We expand the reduced model around a classical solution Xˆα = Lˆα and take the limit
(3.27) to retrieve the planar limit of one-flavor fermion on G/H . The reduced model
respects the right G symmetry and the gauge symmetry of one-flavor fermion on G/H .
Finally, let us see that the theory (4.35) with the constraints (4.28) and (4.36) is
indeed one-flavor theory on G/H . It is easy to verify that (4.35) is invariant under the
transformation
Xα → Xα + ǫ(LaXα − ifaαβXβ), (4.39)
ψ → ψ + ǫ
(
Laψ − i
4
faαβγ
αβψ
)
, ψ¯ → ψ¯ + ǫ
(
Laψ¯ + i
4
faαβψ¯γ
αβ
)
. (4.40)
We can, therefore, impose (4.28) and (4.36) on (4.35) to truncate (4.35) consistently to a
theory on G/H . We will check below that the resulting theory is the one with one-flavor
Dirac fermion on G/H . We define ρ˜(ta) by
ρ˜(ta) = − i
4
faαβγ
αβ . (4.41)
ρ˜(ta) satisfies
[ρ˜(ta), ρ˜(tb)] = ifabcρ˜(tc), (4.42)
e−iθ
a(y)ρ˜(ta)γαe
iθb(y)ρ˜(tb) = Ad(h)αβγβ. (4.43)
We can solve (4.36) as
ψ = eiθ
a(y)ρ˜(ta)χ(σ), ψ¯ = χ¯(σ)e−iθ
a(y)ρ˜(ta). (4.44)
Substituting (4.16) and (4.44) into (4.35) indeed yields
Sminf = −
w
κ2
∫
dD−dσ
√
K Tr
(
eµαχ¯γ
α
(
∂µχ+
1
4
ωβγµ γβγχ+ i[aµ, χ]
)
+mf χ¯χ
)
. (4.45)
5 CS-like theories on G and G/H
In this section, we construct CS-like theories on G and G/H and give their reduced
models. The CS 3-form on G is defined by
ω3 = Tr
(
A ∧ dA+ 2i
3
A ∧A ∧A
)
. (5.1)
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For an arbitrary N ×N unitary matrix, the gauge transformation is given by
A′ = idUU−1 + UAU−1. (5.2)
As is well known, the CS 3-form is transformed under the gauge transformation as
ω′3 = ω3 − idTr(U−1dU ∧A)−
1
3
Tr(dUU−1 ∧ dUU−1 ∧ dUU−1). (5.3)
The 3-form in the third term of RHS is closed:
dTr(dUU−1 ∧ dUU−1 ∧ dUU−1) = 0, (5.4)
which means that the 3-form belongs to H3(G).
We define a 3-form f on G in terms of the structure constant fABC :
f =
1
3!
fABCE
A ∧ EB ∧ EC . (5.5)
It is easy to show that
df = 0, (5.6)
d ∗ f = 0, (5.7)
which means that f and ∗f are harmonic forms so that f and f˜ are non-zero elements of
H3(G) and HD−3(G), respectively. We define the CS-like theory on G
S =
1
α
∫
ω3 ∧ ∗f. (5.8)
We can show that (5.8) has the gauge symmetry as follows. Using (5.3), (5.4), (5.7) and
the Poincare duality, we find that S transforms to
S ′ = S − 1
3α
∫
C3
Tr(dUU−1 ∧ dUU−1 ∧ dUU−1), (5.9)
where C3 is the 3-cycle dual to ∗f . As in the case of three-dimensional CS theory, if we
normalize α appropriately, we obtain
S ′ = S + 2πn (5.10)
for an integer n, so that eiS is indeed invariant.
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(5.8) is rewritten as
S =
1
6α
∫
dDx
√
GEMA E
N
BE
L
Cf
ABCTr
(
AM∂NAL +
2i
3
AMANAL
)
=
1
6α
∫
dg fABCTr
(
iXALBXC + 1
2
fBCDXAXD +
2i
3
XAXBXC
)
. (5.11)
The reduced model of (5.11) is
Sr =
v
6α
fABCTr
(
iXˆA[LˆB, XˆC ] +
1
2
fBCDXˆAXˆD +
2i
3
XˆAXˆBXˆC
)
, (5.12)
which retrieves the planar limit of (5.8) in the limit (3.27). By making the redefinition
LˆA + XˆA → XˆA, we obtain from (5.12) up to an irrelevant constant term
S ′r =
v
6α
fABCTr
(
1
2
fBCDXˆAXˆD +
2i
3
XˆAXˆBXˆC
)
. (5.13)
XˆA = LˆA is a classical solution of (5.13). We expand (5.13) around XˆA = LˆA and take
the limit (3.27). Then, (5.13) retrieves the planar limit of the original CS-like theory. For
G ≃ SU(2), (5.8) is nothing but pure CS theory on the 3-sphere5.
Next, we study the CS-like theory on G/H . It is easy to see from (2.21) that
δA(f
BCDEMB E
N
C E
L
D) = 0. (5.14)
This implies that (5.11) is invariant under the transformation (4.10). Hence, by imposing
the constraints (4.32) and (4.28) on (5.11), we can truncate (5.11) to a theory on G/H as
in the case of YM theory on G. The resulting theory is a CS-like theory on G/H which
takes the form
SG/H =
w
6α
∫
dD−dσ
√
K fαβγTr
(
iXαLβXγ + 1
2
fβγδXαXδ +
2i
3
XαXβXγ
)
=
w
α
∫
w˜3 ∧ ∗f˜ . (5.15)
Here ω˜3 is the CS 3-form on G/H :
ω˜3 = Tr
(
a ∧ d˜a+ 2i
3
a ∧ a ∧ a
)
(5.16)
5 In [26,27], the different type of the large N reduction on S3 developed in [20] was explicitly demon-
strated for this theory.
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with
a = aµdσ
µ,
d˜ = dσµ
∂
∂σµ
. (5.17)
f˜ is a 3-form on G/H , which is analogous to f on G:
f˜ = fαβγe
α ∧ eβ ∧ eγ . (5.18)
∗ stands for the Hodge dual on G/H . (4.16) has been used to obtain the second line of
(5.15). By construction, (5.15) has the symmetry under the gauge transformation (5.2)
with δaU = 0 (∂U/∂y
m = 0). Indeed, we can easily show that
d˜ ∗ f˜ = 0 (5.19)
which means that ∗f˜ ∈ HD−d−3(G/H). Hence, under the gauge transformation
a′ = id˜uu−1 + uau−1 (5.20)
with u an arbitrary σ-dependent N × N unitary matrix, (5.15) is transformed as S ′ =
S + 2πn, as in the case of the CS-like theory on G.
The reduced model of (5.15) is
SG/Hr =
v
6α
fαβγTr
(
iXˆα[Lˆβ, Xˆγ] +
1
2
fβγδXˆαXˆδ +
2i
3
XˆαXˆβXˆγ
)
. (5.21)
with the constraint (4.30). The redefinition Lˆα + Xˆα → Xˆα in (5.21) leads to
SG/Hr
′ =
v
6α
fαβγTr
(
1
2
fβγδXˆαXˆδ +
2i
3
XˆαXˆβXˆγ + fβγaLˆaXˆα
)
(5.22)
up to an irrelevant constant term.
6 Conclusion and discussion
In this paper, we showed that the large N reduction holds on coset spaces. The reduced
models of largeN field theories on coset spaces are obtained by imposing the constraints on
the reduced models of the corresponding theories on group manifolds. We also constructed
CS-like theories on group manifolds and coset spaces, and gave their reduced models.
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As an application of our findings in this paper, we can define large N field theories on
S4 ≃ SO(5)/SO(4) non-perturbatively in terms of their reduced models. In particular,
it is interesting to construct the reduced models of supersymmetric gauge theories on S4.
While the reduced models of those on R×S3 constructed in [19,20] still has the continuous
time direction, the reduced models of those on S4 are indeed defined in zero dimension
so that they would be more tractable. The large N reduction for CS-like theories can be
applied to the study of the ABJM theory [40].
We hope to find reduced models of large N field theories on a wider class of curved
spaces and eventually to make progress in the description of curved space-times in the
matrix models conjectured to give a non-perturbative formulation of superstring.
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